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LIGHT UP YOUR YEAR!

EVENTS

INAUGURATIONS

An enchanting 2-kilometre light trail at the
prestigious Parc de Saint-Cloud transforms
the scenery into a magical journey.

BVLGARI ® HÔTEL PARIS

Until 9 January 2022
Domaine national de Saint-Cloud (92)
www.lumieresenseine.com

VIRTUAL CHRISTMAS MARKET

The new hotel by jeweller Bvlgari impresses
with its elegance and contemporary style.
Designed by the studio of Italian architects
ACPV, the establishment boasts 76 rooms
and suites, including a hanging garden, a
1,300 m² spa and many other surprises.

LIGHT FESTIVAL ‘EVOLUTION
EN VOIE D’ILLUMINATION’
© OTCP

30 avenue George V, 8th
www.bulgarihotels.com

JUMP FOR LIFE PARIS
After Paris Lockdown, the photo agency
Kong Factory publishes a new book of
photographic works, featuring famous
‘jumpers’ – including the dancer
Yamsonite –, taken in iconic places
in the capital.
www.kongfactory.art

THE ‘SAVOIR-FAIRE DE PLAINE
COMMUNE’ CRAFT FAIR
Local products, textiles, jewellery, design
objects ... The artisans and producers of
Seine-Saint-Denis show their ethical and
fair-trade creations at fairs, workshops,
and events.
11-20 December
Saint-Denis (93)
www.foiresavoirfaire.com

PARIS SPARKLES WITH LIGHTS
From the Champs-Élysées to the Faubourg
Saint-Honoré, and Bercy Village, Paris is
decked out in spectacular Christmas lights
and decorations.
Until early January 2022
All Paris
https://en.parisinfo.com

At nightfall, take a stroll around the Jardin
des Plantes to discover a hundred or so
luminous creatures that illustrate the
evolution of life on Earth.
Until 30 January 2022
Jardin des Plantes, 5th
www.jardindesplantesdeparis.fr

© Le Grand Contrôle

https://en.parisinfo.com

AIRELLES – LE GRAND CONTRÔLE
© MNHN

To find the perfect 100% French Christmas
gift, stamped ‘Paris’, visit the Paris Tourist
Office virtual Christmas market.

VOGUE PARIS
To mark the centenary of the famous
French fashion magazine, the Palais Galliera
is staging a major new exhibition retracing
its history and bringing together numerous
objects and unseen archives.
Until 30 January 2022
Palais Galliera – musée de la Mode
de la Ville de Paris
www.palaisgalliera.paris.fr

NOÉ, LA FORCE DE VIVRE
(NOAH: THE WILL TO LIVE)
Inspired by the story of Noah’s Ark,
this blockbuster musical features lifelike animals and numerous artists in
breathtaking stage decor.
Until 30 January 2022
Bois de Boulogne, 2 route des Tribunes,
16th
www.noe-spectacle.com

This hotel occupies the former apartments
of the inspector of finance of King Louis
XIV, on the Versailles Estate. The 14
bedrooms and suites - decorated in the style
of the 18th century, the Valmont spa, the
gastronomic restaurant Alain Ducasse and
the 800-hectare gardens contribute to the
magic of the place.
12 rue de l’Indépendance américaine,
Versailles (78) https://airelles.com

LE 5 PARTICULIER
Situated on the edge of the Bois de
Boulogne in a fine 19th-century hôtel
particulier, this elegant boutique hotel has
29 guest rooms as well as a garden with a
terrace.
5 rue Paul Déroulède, Neuilly-sur-Seine (92)
www.le5particulier.com

LE 39V
The restaurant of Frédéric Vardon, a chef
who has worked with Alain Ducasse, offers
a delightful menu inspired by the great
classics of French gastronomy.
39 avenue George V, 8th
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